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While appearing to do nothing, policy-makers are in fact tacitly responding to the crisis by
allowing a maxi-devaluation of the LBP, while simultaneously weakening the rights of
depositors without imposing pain on bank shareholders, as is legally required. In line with
our recently issued 10-point plan, we call for an immediate stop to these policies, which we
argue are socially inequitable and economically inefficient.
A toxic policy-mix
The first element of this mix is the steep depreciation of the LBP. The LBP market rate is in
free fall, now nearly twice the official rate. While depreciation is necessary to reduce the
current account deficit, it has been made much larger than necessary by inaction on the
fiscal front. Deteriorating tax collection (down by 40% already) is generating an additional
deficit in the primary balance of about $4 billion. With no other choices available, this will
be increasingly financed by BdL injecting LBP liquidity, thus accelerating inflation and
depreciation in the future.
While runaway inflation and devaluation constitute in effect a tax on people's real incomes,
the creeping expropriation of deposits extends this effect further to their hard earned
savings, even when they had sought protection by saving in dollar accounts, which
represent close to 75% of deposits.
This started when the BdL left banks to self-manage a soft system of capital controls, which
allowed them to sequester small depositors, while some large depositors were able to
escape. The BdL also allowed banks to pay for deposit withdrawals from dollar accounts at
official LL rates. The BdL later capped interest on deposits, but not on banks' loans. It also
required banks to pay half of the interest on dollar deposits in LBP, again at the official
exchange rate. While the imposed "haircut" is small, a precedent has been set.
Given these actions, one would expect "Lirasation" at a discounted exchange rate to
continue to expand in the future, first to all the interest, and later to the principal. Indeed, in
a recent publicly televised broadcast the Governor of the BdL declared that banks are only
obligated to pay depositors in LBP at the official rate, a statement that is not supported by
the Code of Commerce or case law.
Why this Policy?
A rampant "Lirasation" of deposits offers a magic solution to the public debt and banking
sector problems. While the value of dollar deposits in banks would be reduced by as much
as the LL, bank assets would be much less affected, because they are largely denominated in
dollars (loans to private firms, Eurobonds, and deposits at the BdL). If all deposits are
"Lirasised" and the LL stabilizes at its current rate, we calculate that banks would gain
about $50 billion, a massive wealth transfer from depositors to banks' owners.
Devaluation would also wipe out LL denominated sovereign debt, but it would increase the
cost of servicing the remaining debt dominated in dollars (Eurobonds and BDL deposits).
However, it will be possible to finance the costs of a necessary restructuring of the
remaining debt by using only part of the massive gain of the banks. At the end, the main
burden of debt reduction and banking sector restructuring will be borne by depositors.

Costs of this policy
The current approach to the debt problem comes at unacceptably high costs:
• It is unfair and discriminatory. Lebanon’s lower and middle classes will be decimated
not only by lower real wages and pensions, but also by a liquidation of the wealth and
lifetime saving accumulated by generations of expatriate and resident Lebanese. It is
completely unprecedented to put the burden of loss on the depositors while shielding
banks shareholders from such pain.
• It is inefficient. It will lead to a sharper contraction of the economy than necessary and a
reduction in its growth prospects, for four reasons. Wealth destruction will push down
demand. Many private firms will go bankrupt because their borrowing are mainly in
foreign currency while their income are in LBP. Confidence in banks will collapse
leading to severe financial disintermediation. And inflation will accelerate further
because of "too much" Liras in the system.
In the second half of 2001, Argentina went through a similar experience. A sudden stop of
inflows led to a bank run. Soon after, deposit withdrawals were sharply curtailed (the
“corralito”) and the ARS1/1$ currency peg was abandoned. A law was passed to convert all
dollar deposits (which were predominant, as in Lebanon) into pesos at ARS1.4 for $1. The
market rate collapsed however to ARS3.9 for $1, reducing the value of dollar deposits by
64%. A deep recession followed, with GDP collapsing by 12%. But there were two major
differences with Lebanon: the banks held little public debt, and the exports improved
rapidly. The resulting recession in Lebanon can be expected to be even more destructive.
Creeping Lirasation is also illegal. The Money & Credit Code of 1963 and its various
amendments which is the legal framework for money and payments, does not provide a
mandate or authority for the Central Bank to force the payment of interest in a different
currency than in the deposit contract, let alone to force deposit conversion into LBP at
below market rates. Such actions would require the passage of a ‘nationalisation law’ by
Parliament and possibly, an amendment of the constitution.
To stop Lirasation, we recommend adopting the market rate as the legal reference for
foreign currency deposit repayments. This calls for a mechanism to establish a
market rate at all times, similar to the flexible exchange rate regime which
characterized Lebanon’s experience from 1949 till 1996 and which allowed it to
weather domestic and external shocks.
The 10-point comprehensive plan that we have proposed calls for a quick adjustment in the
fiscal accounts to reduce inflationary pressures, especially by curbing corrupt practices. It
also calls for an immediate moratorium of debt repayment, and for an orderly reduction of
public debt. This would be underwritten with bank equity, and by limiting haircuts on the
0.1% of depositors who account for more than 35% of all deposits. A well-devised policy
package along the lines we recommend will be not only be socially fairer, but it will also
lead to a faster recovery.
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